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(54) METHOD FOR GENERATING BLURRED PHOTOGRAPH, AND STORAGE DEVICE AND 
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(57) Provided is a method for generating a blurred
photo graph, comprising: receiving a blurring adjustment
instruction and determining a blurring adjustment signal
trajectory of the blurring adjustment instruction; if the tra-
jectory is a dynamic short change, according to a first
blurring mapping signal corresponding to the dynamic
forward movement of a target object, obtaining a virtual

photographing state and adjusting the target object to be
in the virtual photographing state; and if the trajectory is
a dynamic long change, according to a second blurring
mapping signal corresponding to the dynamic back ward
movement of the target object, obtaining a virtual photo-
graphing state and adjusting the target object to be in the
virtual photographing state.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE

[0001] This application claims the priority of Chinese
Patent Application No. 201710386488.X, entitled
"METHOD FOR GENERATING BLURRED PHOTO-
GRAPH, AND STORAGE DEVICE AND MOBILE TER-
MINAL", filed on May 26, 2017, the disclosure of which
is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present disclosure relates to the field of
photo processing technology, more particularly, to a
method for generating a blurred photo, a memory and a
mobile terminal.

BACKGROUND

[0003] With the continuous development of mobile ter-
minal technology, users are no longer satisfied with the
only quality demand of clarity of photos when taking pic-
tures, and the image capturing functions of mobile termi-
nals are required to become increasingly versatile. At
present, users can choose to generate photos with
blurred backgrounds during the image capturing proc-
ess. However, this requires the user to select the fore-
ground area in the preview image and set the degree of
blur in advance. The user needs a certain learning cost
for the image capturing, and the image capturing process
is laborious and inefficient.
[0004] Therefore, there is a need to further improve
the related art.

SUMMARY

Technical Problem

[0005] The present disclosure provides a method for
generating a blurred photo, a memory and a mobile ter-
minal to resolve the problem that a blurring process can
not be performed on an image to be captured automati-
cally in the related art.

Technical Solution

[0006] A first aspect of the embodiments of the present
disclosure provides a method of generating blurred pho-
to, performed in a mobile terminal. The method compris-
ing:

receiving a virtual adjustment instruction for a photo
to be blurred, and determining whether a blur adjust-
ment signal locus corresponding to the virtual ad-
justment instruction is a dynamic short change or a
dynamic long change;
acquiring a first blur mapping signal corresponding

to a dynamic forward movement of a target object in
the photo to be blurred if it is determined that the blur
adjustment signal locus is the dynamic short change
to obtain a final virtual image-capturing state of the
target object, and adjusting the target object to the
virtual image-capturing state; and
acquiring a second blur mapping signal correspond-
ing to a dynamic backward movement of the target
object in the photo to be blurred if it is determined
that the blur adjustment signal locus is the dynamic
long change to obtain the final virtual image-captur-
ing state of the target object, and adjusting the target
object to the virtual image-capturing state.

[0007] Optionally, before the step of receiving the vir-
tual adjustment instruction for the photo to be blurred,
and determining whether the blur adjustment signal locus
corresponding to the virtual adjustment instruction is the
dynamic short change or the dynamic long change, the
instructions are adapted to be loaded and executed by
the processor to further perform the following operation:
presetting that if the blur adjustment signal locus is the
dynamic short change, the target object in the photo to
be blurred is blurred so as to be dynamically highlighted
forward, presetting that if the blur adjustment signal locus
is the dynamic long change, the target object in the photo
to be blurred is blurred so as to be dynamically highlighted
backward.
[0008] Optionally, before the step of receiving the vir-
tual adjustment instruction for the photo to be blurred,
and determining whether the blur adjustment signal locus
corresponding to the virtual adjustment instruction is the
dynamic short change or the dynamic long change, the
instructions are adapted to be loaded and executed by
the processor to perform the following step:
generating a first virtual mapping electrical signal and a
second virtual mapping electrical signal correspondingly
at the same time when the blur adjustment signal locus
corresponding to the virtual adjustment instruction is gen-
erated respectively based on virtual moving states of
moving forward dynamically and moving backward dy-
namically of the target object.
[0009] Optionally, in the step of generating the first vir-
tual mapping electrical signal and the second virtual map-
ping electrical signal correspondingly at the same time
when the blur adjustment signal locus corresponding to
the virtual adjustment instruction is generated respec-
tively based on the virtual moving states of moving for-
ward dynamically and moving backward dynamically of
the target object, the instructions are adapted to be load-
ed and executed by the processor to perform the follow-
ing step:
sequentially outputting the first virtual mapping electrical
signal that presents the dynamic short change or the sec-
ond virtual mapping electrical signal that presents the
dynamic long change based on a change of the blue ad-
justment signal locus.
[0010] Optionally, after the step of acquiring the first
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blur mapping signal corresponding to the dynamic for-
ward movement of the target object in the photo to be
blurred to obtain the final virtual image-capturing state of
the target object, the instructions are adapted to be load-
ed and executed by the processor to further perform the
following step:
sending a first virtual image-capturing request to a proc-
essor, the processor selecting a first virtual image-cap-
turing control signal to control the target object to be ad-
justed to the virtual image-capturing state so as to per-
form image capture.
[0011] Optionally, after the step of acquiring the sec-
ond blur mapping signal corresponding to the dynamic
backward movement of the target object in the photo to
be blurred to obtain the final virtual image-capturing state
of the target object, the instructions are adapted to be
loaded and executed by the processor to further perform
the following step:
sending a second virtual image-capturing request to a
processor, the processor selecting a second virtual im-
age-capturing control signal to control the target object
to be adjusted to the virtual image-capturing state so as
to perform image capture.
[0012] Optionally, in the step of sending the first virtual
image-capturing request to the processor, the processor
selecting the first virtual image-capturing control signal
to control the target object to be adjusted to the virtual
image-capturing state so as to perform image capture,
the instructions are adapted to be loaded and executed
by the processor to perform the following step:
the processor selecting and directing the first virtual im-
age-capturing control signal to a camera module of a
terminal so as to control the camera module to perform
a virtual highlighting image capture on the target object
that has been adjusted to the virtual image-capturing
state.
[0013] Optionally, in the step of sending the second
virtual image-capturing request to the processor, the
processor selecting the second virtual image-capturing
control signal to control the target object to be adjusted
to the virtual image-capturing state so as to perform im-
age capture, the instructions are adapted to be loaded
and executed by the processor to perform the following
step:
the processor selecting and directing the second virtual
image-capturing control signal to the camera module of
the terminal so as to control the camera module to per-
form a virtual highlighting image capture on the target
object that has been adjusted to the virtual image-cap-
turing state.
[0014] A second aspect of the embodiments of the
present disclosure provides a memory stored a plurality
of instructions and connected to a camera of a mobile
terminal. The plurality of instructions are adapted to be
loaded and executed by a processor to perform the fol-
lowing operations:

receiving a virtual adjustment instruction for a photo

to be blurred, and determining whether a blur adjust-
ment signal locus corresponding to the virtual ad-
justment instruction is a dynamic short change or a
dynamic long change;
acquiring a first blur mapping signal corresponding
to a dynamic forward movement of a target object in
the photo to be blurred if it is determined that the blur
adjustment signal locus is the dynamic short change
to obtain a final virtual image-capturing state of the
target object, and adjusting the target object to the
virtual image-capturing state; and
acquiring a second blur mapping signal correspond-
ing to a dynamic backward movement of the target
object in the photo to be blurred if it is determined
that the blur adjustment signal locus is the dynamic
long change to obtain the final virtual image-captur-
ing state of the target object, and adjusting the target
object to the virtual image-capturing state.

[0015] A third aspect of the embodiments of the
present disclosure provides a mobile terminal. The mo-
bile terminal comprises:

a processor adapted to execute a plurality of instruc-
tions, and a memory communicatively connected to
the processor, the memory being adapted to store
the plurality of instructions, the instructions being
adapted to be loaded and executed by the processor
to perform the following steps:
receiving a virtual adjustment instruction for a photo
to be blurred, and determining whether a blur adjust-
ment signal locus corresponding to the virtual ad-
justment instruction is a dynamic short change or a
dynamic long change;
acquiring a first blur mapping signal corresponding
to a dynamic forward movement of a target object in
the photo to be blurred if it is determined that the blur
adjustment signal locus is the dynamic short change
to obtain a final virtual image-capturing state of the
target object, and adjusting the target object to the
virtual image-capturing state; and
acquiring a second blur mapping signal correspond-
ing to a dynamic backward movement of the target
object in the photo to be blurred if it is determined
that the blur adjustment signal locus is the dynamic
long change to obtain the final virtual image-captur-
ing state of the target object, and adjusting the target
object to the virtual image-capturing state.

[0016] Optionally, before the operation of receiving the
virtual adjustment instruction for the photo to be blurred,
and determining whether the blur adjustment signal locus
corresponding to the virtual adjustment instruction is the
dynamic short change or the dynamic long change, the
instructions are adapted to be loaded and executed by
the processor to further perform the following operation:
presetting that if the blur adjustment signal locus is the
dynamic short change, the target object in the photo to
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be blurred is blurred so as to be dynamically highlighted
forward, presetting that if the blur adjustment signal locus
is the dynamic long change, the target object in the photo
to be blurred is blurred so as to be dynamically highlighted
backward.
[0017] Optionally, before the operation of receiving the
virtual adjustment instruction for the photo to be blurred,
and determining whether the blur adjustment signal locus
corresponding to the virtual adjustment instruction is the
dynamic short change or the dynamic long change, the
instructions are adapted to be loaded and executed by
the processor to perform the following operation:
generating a first virtual mapping electrical signal and a
second virtual mapping electrical signal correspondingly
at the same time when the blur adjustment signal locus
corresponding to the virtual adjustment instruction is gen-
erated respectively based on virtual moving states of
moving forward dynamically and moving backward dy-
namically of the target object.
[0018] Optionally, in the operation of generating the
first virtual mapping electrical signal and the second vir-
tual mapping electrical signal correspondingly at the
same time when the blur adjustment signal locus corre-
sponding to the virtual adjustment instruction is generat-
ed respectively based on the virtual moving states of
moving forward dynamically and moving backward dy-
namically of the target object, the instructions are adapt-
ed to be loaded and executed by the processor to perform
the following operation:
sequentially outputting the first virtual mapping electrical
signal that presents the dynamic short change or the sec-
ond virtual mapping electrical signal that presents the
dynamic long change based on a change of the blue ad-
justment signal locus.
[0019] Optionally, after the operation of acquiring the
first blur mapping signal corresponding to the dynamic
forward movement of the target object in the photo to be
blurred to obtain the final virtual image-capturing state of
the target object, the instructions are adapted to be load-
ed and executed by the processor to further perform the
following operation:
sending a first virtual image-capturing request to a proc-
essor, the processor selecting a first virtual image-cap-
turing control signal to control the target object to be ad-
justed to the virtual image-capturing state so as to per-
form image capture.
[0020] Optionally, after the operation of acquiring the
second blur mapping signal corresponding to the dynam-
ic backward movement of the target object in the photo
to be blurred to obtain the final virtual image-capturing
state of the target object, the instructions are adapted to
be loaded and executed by the processor to further per-
form the following operation:
sending a second virtual image-capturing request to a
processor, the processor selecting a second virtual im-
age-capturing control signal to control the target object
to be adjusted to the virtual image-capturing state so as
to perform image capture.

[0021] Optionally, in the operation of sending the first
virtual image-capturing request to the processor, the
processor selecting the first virtual image-capturing con-
trol signal to control the target object to be adjusted to
the virtual image-capturing state so as to perform image
capture, the instructions are adapted to be loaded and
executed by the processor to perform the following op-
eration:
the processor selecting and directing the first virtual im-
age-capturing control signal to a camera module of a
terminal so as to control the camera module to perform
a virtual highlighting image capture on the target object
that has been adjusted to the virtual image-capturing
state.
[0022] Optionally, in the operation of sending the sec-
ond virtual image-capturing request to the processor, the
processor selecting the second virtual image-capturing
control signal to control the target object to be adjusted
to the virtual image-capturing state so as to perform im-
age capture, the instructions are adapted to be loaded
and executed by the processor to perform the following
operation:
the processor selecting and directing the second virtual
image-capturing control signal to the camera module of
the terminal so as to control the camera module to per-
form a virtual highlighting image capture on the target
object that has been adjusted to the virtual image-cap-
turing state.
[0023] Optionally, in the operation of acquiring the first
blur mapping signal corresponding to the dynamic for-
ward movement of the target object in the photo to be
blurred if it is determined that the blur adjustment signal
locus is the dynamic short change to obtain the final vir-
tual image-capturing state of the target object, the in-
structions are adapted to be loaded and executed by the
processor to perform the following operation:
determining that the photographed target object moves
forward dynamically when the blur adjustment signal lo-
cus is the dynamic short change, each time the target
object moving, a virtual mapping electrical signal map-
ping a current virtual state of the photographed target
object in sequence, until the photographed target object
dynamically moves forward N times to achieve the final
virtual image-capturing state.
[0024] Optionally, in the operation of acquiring the sec-
ond blur mapping signal corresponding to the dynamic
backward movement of the target object in the photo to
be blurred if it is determined that the blur adjustment sig-
nal locus is the dynamic long change to obtain the final
virtual image-capturing state of the target object, the in-
structions are adapted to be loaded and executed by the
processor to perform the following operation:
determining that the photographed target object moves
backward dynamically when the blur adjustment signal
locus is the dynamic long change, each time the target
object moving, a virtual mapping electrical signal map-
ping a current virtual state of the photographed target
object in sequence, until the photographed target object
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dynamically moves backward N times to achieve the final
virtual image-capturing state.

Advantageous Effect

[0025] The present disclosure provides a mobile ter-
minal for blurring a photo. The virtual adjustment instruc-
tion for the photo to be blurred is received, and whether
the blur adjustment signal locus corresponding to the vir-
tual adjustment instruction is the dynamic short change
or the dynamic long change is determined. If it is deter-
mined that the blur adjustment signal locus is the dynamic
short change, the final virtual image-capturing state of
the target object is obtained based on the first blur map-
ping signal corresponding to the dynamic forward move-
ment of the target object, and the target object is adjusted
to the virtual image-capturing state. If it is determined
that the blur adjustment signal locus is the dynamic long
change, the final virtual image-capturing state of the tar-
get object is obtained based on the second blur mapping
signal corresponding to the dynamic backward move-
ment of the target object, and the target object is adjusted
to the virtual image-capturing state. The method for gen-
erating the blurred photo according to the present disclo-
sure highlights and blurs the target object in the photo,
so that the image is more beautiful, thus satisfying the
user with more intelligent image capturing to fulfill the
requirement of more image capturing functions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

Fig. 1 is a flowchart of steps of a method for gener-
ating a blurred photo according to a one embodiment
of the present disclosure.

Fig. 2 is a schematic diagram of the principle of de-
termining whether a photography target moves for-
ward dynamically or moves backward dynamically
in a method for generating a blurred photo according
to one embodiment of the present disclosure.

Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of the principle of ob-
taining a final virtual image-capturing state when a
photography target moves forward dynamically in a
method for generating a blurred photo according to
one embodiment of the present disclosure.

Fig. 4 is schematic diagram of the principle of con-
trolling a photography target to be highlighted when
the photography target moves forward dynamically
in a method for generating a blurred photo according
to one embodiment of the present disclosure.

Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of the principle of ob-
taining a final virtual image-capturing state when a
photography target moves backward dynamically in

a method for generating a blurred photo according
to one embodiment of the present disclosure.

Fig. 6 is schematic diagram of the principle of con-
trolling a photography target to be highlighted when
the photography target moves backward dynamical-
ly in a method for generating a blurred photo accord-
ing to one embodiment of the present disclosure.

Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a mo-
bile terminal according to one embodiment of the
present disclosure.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0027] For the purpose of description rather than limi-
tation, the following provides such specific details as a
specific system structure, interface, and technology for
a thorough understanding of the application. However, it
is understandable by persons skilled in the art that the
application can also be implemented in other embodi-
ments not providing such specific details. In other cases,
details of a well-known apparatus, circuit and method are
omitted to avoid hindering the description of the applica-
tion by unnecessary details.
[0028] The present disclosure provides a method for
generating a blurred image adapted to be executed in a
smart terminal with an image-capturing device. As shown
in Fig. 1, the method comprises the steps as follows.
[0029] Step S1: A virtual adjustment instruction for a
photo to be blurred is received, and whether a blur ad-
justment signal locus corresponding to the virtual adjust-
ment instruction is a dynamic short change or a dynamic
long change is determined. If it is determined that the
blur adjustment signal locus is the dynamic short change,
the method proceeds to step S2. If it is determined that
the blur adjustment signal locus is the dynamic long
change, the method proceeds to step S3.
[0030] After a camera acquires the photo to be blurred
(the photo to be blurred may be captured by the camera,
or may be a local photo acquired from the smart terminal),
the virtual adjustment instruction sent to a user or the
virtual adjustment instruction that is automatically sent
to the photo to be blurred after the photo to be blurred is
acquired preset by a system is received.
[0031] After receiving the virtual adjustment instruc-
tion, whether the blur adjustment signal locus corre-
sponding to the virtual adjustment instruction is the dy-
namic short change or the dynamic long change is de-
termined. If it is determined that the blur adjustment signal
locus is the dynamic short change, the method proceeds
to step S2. If it is determined that the blur adjustment
signal locus is the dynamic long change, the method pro-
ceeds to step S3.
[0032] Step S2: A first blur mapping signal correspond-
ing to a dynamic forward movement of a target object in
the photo to be blurred is acquired to obtain a final virtual
image-capturing state of the target object, and the target
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object is adjusted to the virtual image-capturing state.
[0033] A virtual adjustment signal is output at the same
time as the virtual adjustment instruction is sent. A pho-
tography target virtual mapping unit synchronously out-
puts a virtual mapping electrical signal while the virtual
adjustment signal is sent. The output of the virtual map-
ping electrical signal is synchronized with the sending of
the virtual adjustment signal. An adjusted virtual state
required by the target object is acquired based on the
virtual mapping electrical signal, and the photo to be
blurred is adjusted according to the virtual state. After a
blurring process is performed on the photo to be blurred,
the target object is highlighted.
[0034] When the blur adjustment signal locus is the
dynamic short change, it is determined that the photo-
graphed target object moves forward dynamically. Each
time the target object moves, the virtual mapping electri-
cal signal maps a current virtual state of the photo-
graphed target object in sequence, until the photo-
graphed target object dynamically moves forward N
times. As a result, the final virtual image-capturing state
is achieved.
[0035] Step S3: A second blur mapping signal corre-
sponding to a dynamic backward movement of the target
object in the photo to be blurred is acquired to obtain the
final virtual image-capturing state of the target object,
and the target object is adjusted to the virtual image-
capturing state.
[0036] When the blur adjustment signal locus is the
dynamic long change, it is determined that the photo-
graphed target object moves backward dynamically.
Each time the target object moves, the virtual mapping
electrical signal maps the current virtual state of the pho-
tographed target object in sequence, until the photo-
graphed target object dynamically moves backward N
times. As a result, the final virtual image-capturing state
is achieved.
[0037] The adjustment of the target object to the virtual
image-capturing state is to virtually highlight the target
object in the photo.
[0038] In order to control the steps for blurring a photo
so as to realize the forward blurring or the backward blur-
ring of the target object in the photo, the method further
comprises the following step before step S1:
Step S0: It is preset that if the blur adjustment signal locus
is the dynamic short change, the target object in the photo
to be blurred is blurred so as to be dynamically highlighted
forward. It is preset that if the blur adjustment signal locus
is the dynamic long change, the target object in the photo
to be blurred is blurred so as to be dynamically highlighted
backward.
[0039] In order to perform the blurring process on the
photo according to the received virtual adjustment in-
struction more accurately, step S1 comprises:
Step S11: A first virtual mapping electrical signal and a
second virtual mapping electrical signal are generated
correspondingly at the same time when the blur adjust-
ment signal locus corresponding to the virtual adjustment

instruction is generated respectively based on virtual
moving states of moving forward dynamically and moving
backward dynamically of the target object. In greater de-
tail, the virtual mapping electric signal is sent by using a
preset virtual mapping unit to sequentially output the first
virtual mapping electrical signal that presents the dynam-
ic short change or the second virtual mapping electrical
signal that presents the dynamic long change based on
a change of the blur adjustment signal locus.
[0040] After the step of obtaining the final virtual image-
capturing state of the target object, step S2 further com-
prises:
Step S21: A first virtual image-capturing request is sent
to a processor. The processor selects a first virtual image-
capturing control signal to control the target object to be
adjusted to the virtual image-capturing state.
[0041] After the step of obtaining the final virtual image-
capturing state of the target object, step S3 further com-
prises:

Step S31: A second virtual image-capturing request
is sent to the processor. The processor selects a
second virtual image-capturing control signal to con-
trol the target object to be adjusted to the virtual im-
age-capturing state.
Step S21 further comprises:

Step S211: The processor selects and directs
the first virtual image-capturing control signal to
a camera module of a terminal so as to control
the camera module to perform a virtual highlight-
ing image capture on the target object that has
been adjusted to the virtual image-capturing
state.
Step S31 further comprises:
Step S311: The processor selects and directs
the second virtual image-capturing control sig-
nal to the camera module of the terminal so as
to control the camera module to perform a virtual
highlighting image capture on the target object
that has been adjusted to the virtual image-cap-
turing state.

[0042] The method for generating the blurred photo
according to the present disclosure is described in more
detail below with reference to specific application em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.
[0043] S100: An image-capturing virtual processing
module is disposed in a terminal or an image-capturing
device in advance. The image-capturing virtual process-
ing module virtually processes a photography target into
a virtual image-capturing state. A description is provided
with reference to Fig. 2. A photography target virtual ad-
justment unit is disposed in the image-capturing virtual
processing module. The photography target virtual ad-
justment unit virtually adjusts the photography target to
move forward or backward dynamically. The photogra-
phy target virtual adjustment unit outputs a blur adjust-
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ment signal locus, and the blur adjustment signal locus
controls the photography target to move forward or back-
ward dynamically. Whether the photography target dy-
namically moves forward or dynamically moves back-
ward is determined through an output state of the blur
adjustment signal locus.
[0044] S200: The dynamic forward movement of the
photography target is to virtually and dynamically adjust
the photography target to move forward so as to make
the photography target reach an ideal image-capturing
state. When an output of the blur adjustment signal locus
presents the dynamic short change, the photography tar-
get moves forward dynamically. Then, when the photog-
raphy target moves forward n times dynamically, the blur
adjustment signal locus gradually becomes shorter.
[0045] The dynamic backward movement of the pho-
tography target is to virtually and dynamically adjust the
photography target to move backward so as to make the
photography target reach the ideal image-capturing
state. When the output of the blur adjustment signal locus
presents the dynamic long change, the photography tar-
get moves backward dynamically. Then, when the pho-
tography target moves backward n times dynamically,
the blur adjustment signal locus gradually becomes long-
er.
[0046] S300: When the blur adjustment signal locus
output by the photography target virtual adjustment unit
presents the dynamic short change, the photography tar-
get virtually moves forward dynamically. A description is
provided with reference to Fig. 3. If the photography tar-
get virtually moves forward dynamically one time, a pho-
tography target virtual mapping unit in the image-captur-
ing virtual processing module virtually maps the photog-
raphy target to a current virtual state 11. The photography
target virtual mapping unit outputs n virtual mapping elec-
tric signals, that is, a virtual mapping electric signal 1, a
virtual mapping electric signal 2..., a virtual mapping elec-
tric signal (n). The virtual mapping electric signal 1, the
virtual mapping electric signal 2..., the virtual mapping
electric signal (n) map the photography target to the cur-
rent virtual state 11. If the photography target virtually
moves forward dynamically two times, the virtual map-
ping electric signal 1, the virtual mapping electric signal
2..., the virtual mapping electric signal (n) output by the
photography target virtual mapping unit map the photog-
raphy target to a current virtual state 12. If the photogra-
phy target virtually moves forward dynamically n times,
the virtual mapping electric signal 1, the virtual mapping
electric signal 2..., the virtual mapping electric signal (n)
output by the photography target virtual mapping unit
map the photography target to a current virtual state (In).
[0047] A description is provided with reference to Fig.
4. If the photography target reaches an ideal virtual im-
age-capturing state when the photography target moves
forward to the current virtual state (In), the image-cap-
turing virtual processing module sends a virtual image-
capturing request signal 1 to a processor. The processor
outputs a virtual image-capturing control signal 1 to a

smart mobile terminal and a camera module of a tablet
according to the virtual image-capturing request signal
1, and the camera module captures and highlights the
photography target.
[0048] S400: When the blur adjustment signal locus
output by the photography target virtual adjustment unit
presents the dynamic long change, the photography tar-
get virtually moves backward dynamically. A description
is provided with reference to Fig. 5. If the photography
target virtually moves backward dynamically one time,
the virtual mapping electric signal 1, the virtual mapping
electric signal 2..., the virtual mapping electric signal (n)
output by the photography target virtual mapping unit
map the photography target to a current virtual state 21.
If the photography target virtually moves backward dy-
namically two times, the virtual mapping electric signal
1, the virtual mapping electric signal 2..., the virtual map-
ping electric signal (n) output by the photography target
virtual mapping unit map the photography target to a cur-
rent virtual state 22. If the photography target virtually
moves backward dynamically n times, the virtual map-
ping electric signal 1, the virtual mapping electric signal
2..., the virtual mapping electric signal (n) output by the
photography target virtual mapping unit map the photog-
raphy target to a current virtual state (2n).
[0049] A description is provided with reference to Fig.
6. If the photography target reaches the ideal virtual im-
age-capturing state when the photography target moves
backward to the current virtual state (2n), the image-cap-
turing virtual processing module sends a virtual image-
capturing request signal 2 to the processor. The proces-
sor outputs a virtual image-capturing control signal 2 to
the smart mobile terminal and the camera module of he
tablet according to the virtual image-capturing request
signal 2, and the camera module captures and highlights
the photography target.
[0050] The present disclosure further provides a mem-
ory, in which a plurality of instructions are stored, con-
nected to a camera device of a smart terminal. The in-
structions are adapted to be loaded and executed by a
processor to implement the method for generating the
blurred photo.
[0051] One person of ordinary skill in the art would un-
derstand that all or part of the steps of the various meth-
ods of the foregoing embodiments may be performed by
a program to instruct relevant hardware. The program
may be stored in a computer readable memory, and the
memory may comprise a read only memory (ROM), a
random access memory (RAM), a magnetic disk, or an
optical disc, etc.
[0052] The present disclosure further provides a mo-
bile terminal. The mobile terminal further comprises:

a processor adapted to execute a plurality of instruc-
tions; and
a memory adapted to store the plurality of instruc-
tions, the instructions adapted to be loaded and ex-
ecuted by the processor to perform the method for
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generating the blurred photo.

[0053] Fig. 7 is a block diagram of a detailed structure
of a mobile terminal according to one embodiment of the
present disclosure. The mobile terminal can be config-
ured to perform the method for generating the blurred
photo provided by the above embodiments. The mobile
terminal 1200 may be a smart phone or a tablet computer.
[0054] As shown in Fig. 7, the mobile terminal 1200
may comprise components, such as a radio frequency
(RF) circuit 110, a memory 120 including one or more
(only one is shown in the figure) computer-readable stor-
age media, an input unit 130, a display unit 140, a sensor
150, an audio circuit 160, a transmission module 170, a
processor 180 including one or more (only one is shown
in the figure) processing cores, and a power supply 190,
etc. Those skilled in the art would understand that the
mobile terminal 1200 is not limited to the structure of the
mobile terminal 1200 shown in Fig. 7. The mobile terminal
1200 may comprise more or less components than those
illustrated in the figure, or some components may be
combined, or may have different components arrange-
ments.
[0055] The RF circuit 110 may be configured to receive
and send a signal during an information receiving and
sending process or a conversation process. Specifically,
after receiving downlink information from a base station,
the RF circuit 110 delivers the downlink information to
one or more processors 180 for processing, and sends
related uplink data to the base station. Generally, the RF
circuit 110 includes, but is not limited to, an antenna, at
least one amplifier, a tuner, one or more oscillators, a
subscriber identity module (SIM) card, a transceiver, a
coupler, a low noise amplifier (LNA), and a duplexer. In
addition, the RF circuit 110 may also communicate with
a network and another device by wireless communica-
tion. The wireless communication may use any commu-
nications standard or protocol, which includes, but is not
limited to, a Global System for Mobile communications
(GSM), an Enhanced Data GSM Environment (EDGE),
a Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA),
a Code Division Access (CDMA), a Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA), a Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) such as IEEE
802.11a , IEEE 802.11b, IEEE802.11g and IEEE
802.11n, a Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), a World-
wide Interoperability for Microwave Access (Wi-Max),
any other protocols for e-mail, instant communication and
short message, and the like.
[0056] The memory 120 may be configured to store a
software program and module. The processor 180 runs
the software program and module stored in the memory
120, to implement various functional applications and da-
ta processing. The memory 120 may mainly include a
program storage area and a data storage area. The pro-
gram storage area may store an operating system, an
application program required by at least one function
(such as a sound playback function and an image display
function), and the like. The data storage area may store

data (such as audio data and an address book) created
according to use of the terminal 1200, and the like. In
addition, the memory 120 may include a high speed ran-
dom access memory, and may also include a non-volatile
memory, such as at least one magnetic disk memory, a
flash memory device, or another volatile solid-state mem-
ory. Correspondingly, the memory 120 may further in-
clude a memory controller, so that the processor 180 and
the input unit 130 access the memory 120.
[0057] The input unit 130 may be configured to receive
input digit or character information, and generate key-
board, mouse, joystick, optical, or track ball signal input
related to the user setting and function control. Specifi-
cally, the input unit 130 may include a touch-sensitive
surface 131 and other input device 132. The touch-sen-
sitive surface 131 may also be referred to as a touch
screen or a touch panel, and may collect a touch opera-
tion of a user on or near the touch-sensitive surface (such
as an operation of a user on or near the touch-sensitive
surface 131 by using any suitable object or attachment,
such as a finger or a stylus), and drive a corresponding
connection apparatus according to a preset program. Op-
tionally, the touch-sensitive surface 131 may include two
parts: a touch detection apparatus and a touch controller.
The touch detection apparatus detects a touch position
of the user, detects a signal generated by the touch op-
eration, and transfers the signal to the touch controller.
The touch controller receives the touch information from
the touch detection apparatus, converts the touch infor-
mation into touch point coordinates, and sends the touch
point coordinates to the processor 180. Moreover, the
touch controller can receive and execute a command
sent from the processor 180. In addition, the touch-sen-
sitive surface 131 may be implemented by using various
types, such as a resistive type, a capacitance type, an
infrared type, and a surface sound wave type. In addition
to the touch-sensitive surface 131, the input unit 130 may
further include the another input device 132. Specifically,
the another input device 132 may include, but is not lim-
ited to, one or more of a physical keyboard, a functional
key (such as a volume control key or a switch key), a
track ball, a mouse, and a joystick.
[0058] The display unit 140 may be configured to dis-
play information input by the user or information provided
for the user, and various graphical user ports of the ter-
minal 1200. The graphical user ports may be formed by
a graph, a text, an icon, a video, and any combination
thereof. The display unit 140 may include a display panel
141. Optionally, the display panel 141 may be configured
by using a liquid crystal display (LCD), an organic light-
emitting diode (OLED), or the like. Further, the touch-
sensitive surface 131 may cover the display panel 141.
After detecting a touch operation on or near the touch-
sensitive surface 131, the touch-sensitive surface 131
transfers the touch operation to the processor 180, so as
to determine a type of a touch event. Then, the processor
180 provides corresponding visual output on the display
panel 141 according to the type of the touch event. Al-
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though, in FIG. 10, the touch-sensitive surface 131 and
the display panel 141 are used as two separate parts to
implement input and output functions, in some embodi-
ments, the touch-sensitive surface 131 and the display
panel 141 may be integrated to implement the input and
output functions.
[0059] The terminal 1200 may further include at least
one sensor 150, such as an optical sensor, a motion sen-
sor, and other sensors. Specifically, the optical sensor
may include an ambient light sensor and a proximity sen-
sor. The ambient light sensor may adjust luminance of
the display panel 141 according to brightness of the am-
bient light. The proximity sensor may switch off the dis-
play panel 141 and/or backlight when the terminal 1200
is moved to the ear. As one type of motion sensor, a
gravity acceleration sensor may detect magnitude of ac-
celerations at various directions (which generally are tri-
axial), may detect magnitude and a direction of the gravity
when static, and may be configured to identify an appli-
cation of a mobile phone attitude (such as switching be-
tween horizontal and vertical screens, a related game,
and attitude calibration of a magnetometer), a related
function of vibration identification (such as a pedometer
and a knock). Other sensors, such as a gyroscope, a
barometer, a hygrometer, a thermometer, and an infrared
sensor, which may be configured in the terminal 1200
are not further described herein.
[0060] The audio circuit 160, a loudspeaker 161, and
a microphone 162 may provide audio interfaces between
the user and the terminal 1200. The audio circuit 160
may transmit, to the loudspeaker 161, a received electric
signal converted from received audio data. The loud-
speaker 161converts the electric signal into a sound sig-
nal for output. On the other hand, the microphone 162
converts a collected sound signal into an electric signal.
The audio circuit 160 receives the electric signal and con-
verts the electric signal into audio data, and outputs the
audio data to the processor 180 for processing. Then,
the processor 180 sends the audio data to, for example,
another terminal by using the RF circuit 110, or outputs
the audio data to the memory 120 for further processing.
The audio circuit 160 may further include an earplug jack,
so as to provide communication between a peripheral
earphone and the terminal 1200.
[0061] The terminal 1200 may help, by using the trans-
mission module 170 (e.g. Wi-Fi module), a user to receive
and send an e-mail, browse a webpage, and access
stream media, and the like, which provides wireless
broadband Internet access for the user. Although FIG. 3
shows the transmission module 170, it may be under-
stood that, the wireless communications unit is not a nec-
essary component of the terminal 1200, and can be ig-
nored according to demands without changing the scope
of the essence of the present disclosure.
[0062] The processor 180 is a control center of the ter-
minal 1200, and connects various parts of the terminal
by using various interfaces and lines. By running or ex-
ecuting the software program and/or module stored in

the memory 120, and invoking data stored in the memory
120, the processor 180 performs various functions and
data processing of the terminal 1200, thereby performing
overall monitoring on the mobile phone. Optionally, the
processor 180 may include one or more processing
cores. Preferably, the processor 180 may integrate an
application processor and a modem. The application
processor mainly processes an operating system, a user
interface, an application program, and the like. The mo-
dem mainly processes wireless communication. It may
be understood that, the foregoing modem may not be
integrated into the processor 180.
[0063] The terminal 1200 further includes the power
supply 190 (such as a battery) for supplying power to the
components. Preferably, the power supply may be logi-
cally connected to the processor 180 by using a power
supply management system, thereby implementing func-
tions, such as charging, discharging, and power con-
sumption management, by using the power supply man-
agement system. The power supply 190 may further in-
clude any component, such as one or more direct current
or alternate current power supplies, a re-charging sys-
tem, a power supply fault detection circuit, a power supply
converter or an inverter, and a power supply state indi-
cator.
[0064] Although not shown in the figure, the terminal
1200 may further include a camera (a front camera or a
rear camera), a Bluetooth module, and the like, which
are not further described herein. Specifically, in this em-
bodiment, the display unit of the terminal 1200 is a touch
screen display, and the terminal 1200 further includes a
memory and one or more programs. The one or more
programs are stored in the memory and configured to be
executed by one or more processors. The one or more
programs contain instructions used for performing the
operations as follows:

receiving a virtual adjustment instruction for a photo
to be blurred, and determining whether a blur adjust-
ment signal locus corresponding to the virtual ad-
justment instruction is a dynamic short change or a
dynamic long change;
acquiring a first blur mapping signal corresponding
to a dynamic forward movement of a target object in
the photo to be blurred if it is determined that the blur
adjustment signal locus is the dynamic short change
to obtain a final virtual image-capturing state of the
target object, and adjusting the target object to the
virtual image-capturing state; and
acquiring a second blur mapping signal correspond-
ing to a dynamic backward movement of the target
object in the photo to be blurred if it is determined
that the blur adjustment signal locus is the dynamic
long change to obtain the final virtual image-captur-
ing state of the target object, and adjusting the target
object to the virtual image-capturing state.

[0065] Before the step of receiving the virtual adjust-
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ment instruction for the photo to be blurred, and deter-
mining whether the blur adjustment signal locus corre-
sponding to the virtual adjustment instruction is the dy-
namic short change or the dynamic long change, the in-
structions are adapted to be loaded and executed by the
processor to further perform the following operation:
presetting that if the blur adjustment signal locus is the
dynamic short change, the target object in the photo to
be blurred is blurred so as to be dynamically highlighted
forward, presetting that if the blur adjustment signal locus
is the dynamic long change, the target object in the photo
to be blurred is blurred so as to be dynamically highlighted
backward.
[0066] Before the step of receiving the virtual adjust-
ment instruction for the photo to be blurred, and deter-
mining whether the blur adjustment signal locus corre-
sponding to the virtual adjustment instruction is the dy-
namic short change or the dynamic long change, the in-
structions are adapted to be loaded and executed by the
processor to perform the following step:
generating a first virtual mapping electrical signal and a
second virtual mapping electrical signal correspondingly
at the same time when the blur adjustment signal locus
corresponding to the virtual adjustment instruction is gen-
erated respectively based on virtual moving states of
moving forward dynamically and moving backward dy-
namically of the target object.
[0067] In the step of generating the first virtual mapping
electrical signal and the second virtual mapping electrical
signal correspondingly at the_same time when the blur
adjustment signal locus corresponding to the virtual ad-
justment instruction is generated respectively based on
the virtual moving states of moving forward dynamically
and moving backward dynamically of the target object,
the instructions are adapted to be loaded and executed
by the processor to perform the following step:
sequentially outputting the first virtual mapping electrical
signal that presents the dynamic short change or the sec-
ond virtual mapping electrical signal that presents the
dynamic long change based on a change of the blue ad-
justment signal locus.
[0068] After the step of acquiring the first blur mapping
signal corresponding to the dynamic forward movement
of the target object in the photo to be blurred to obtain
the final virtual image-capturing state of the target object,
the instructions are adapted to be loaded and executed
by the processor to further perform the following step:
sending a first virtual image-capturing request to a proc-
essor, the processor selecting a first virtual image-cap-
turing control signal to control the target object to be ad-
justed to the virtual image-capturing state so as to per-
form image capture.
[0069] After the step of acquiring the second blur map-
ping signal corresponding to the dynamic backward
movement of the target object in the photo to be blurred
to obtain the final virtual image-capturing state of the tar-
get object, the instructions are adapted to be loaded and
executed by the processor to further perform the follow-

ing step:
sending a second virtual image-capturing request to a
processor, the processor selecting a second virtual im-
age-capturing control signal to control the target object
to be adjusted to the virtual image-capturing state so as
to perform image capture.
[0070] In the step of sending the first virtual image-
capturing request to the processor, the processor select-
ing the first virtual image-capturing control signal to con-
trol the target object to be adjusted to the virtual image-
capturing state so as to perform image capture, the in-
structions are adapted to be loaded and executed by the
processor to perform the following step:
the processor selecting and directing the first virtual im-
age-capturing control signal to a camera module of a
terminal so as to control the camera module to perform
a virtual highlighting image capture on the target object
that has been adjusted to the virtual image-capturing
state.
[0071] In the step of sending the second virtual image-
capturing request to the processor, the processor select-
ing the second virtual image-capturing control signal to
control the target object to be adjusted to the virtual im-
age-capturing state so as to perform image capture, the
instructions are adapted to be loaded and executed by
the processor to perform the following step:
the processor selecting and directing the second virtual
image-capturing control signal to the camera module of
the terminal so as to control the camera module to per-
form a virtual highlighting image capture on the target
object that has been adjusted to the virtual image-cap-
turing state.
[0072] In the operation of acquiring the first blur map-
ping signal corresponding to the dynamic forward move-
ment of the target object in the photo to be blurred if it is
determined that the blur adjustment signal locus is the
dynamic short change to obtain the final virtual image-
capturing state of the target object, the instructions are
adapted to be loaded and executed by the processor to
perform the following operation:
determining that the photographed target object moves
forward dynamically when the blur adjustment signal lo-
cus is the dynamic short change, each time the target
object moving, a virtual mapping electrical signal map-
ping a current virtual state of the photographed target
object in sequence, until the photographed target object
dynamically moves forward N times to achieve the final
virtual image-capturing state.
[0073] In the operation of acquiring the second blur
mapping signal corresponding to the dynamic backward
movement of the target object in the photo to be blurred
if it is determined that the blur adjustment signal locus is
the dynamic long change to obtain the final virtual image-
capturing state of the target object, the instructions are
adapted to be loaded and executed by the processor to
perform the following operation:
determining that the photographed target object moves
backward dynamically when the blur adjustment signal
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locus is the dynamic long change, each time the target
object moving, a virtual mapping electrical signal map-
ping a current virtual state of the photographed target
object in sequence, until the photographed target object
dynamically moves backward N times to achieve the final
virtual image-capturing state.
[0074] The present disclosure provides a mobile ter-
minal for blurring a photo. The virtual adjustment instruc-
tion for the photo to be blurred is received, and whether
the blur adjustment signal locus corresponding to the vir-
tual adjustment instruction is the dynamic forward move-
ment of the target object or the dynamic backward move-
ment of the target object is determined. If it is determined
that the blur adjustment signal locus is the dynamic for-
ward movement of the target object, the final virtual im-
age-capturing state of the target object is obtained based
on the first blur mapping signal corresponding to the dy-
namic forward movement of the target object, and the
target object is adjusted to the virtual image-capturing
state. If it is determined that the blur adjustment signal
locus is the dynamic forward movement of the target ob-
ject, the final virtual image-capturing state of the target
object is obtained based on the second blur mapping
signal corresponding to the dynamic backward move-
ment of the target object, and the target object is adjusted
to the virtual image-capturing state. The method for gen-
erating the blurred photo according to the present disclo-
sure highlights and blurs the target object in the photo,
so that the image is more beautiful, thus satisfying the
user with more intelligent image capturing to fulfill the
requirement of more image capturing functions.
[0075] Above are embodiments of the present inven-
tion, which does not limit the scope of the present inven-
tion. Any modifications, equivalent replacements or im-
provements within the spirit and principles of the embod-
iment described above should be covered by the protect-
ed scope of the invention.
[0076] The present disclosure provides a mobile ter-
minal for blurring a photo. The virtual adjustment instruc-
tion for the photo to be blurred is received, and whether
the blur adjustment signal locus corresponding to the vir-
tual adjustment instruction is the dynamic short change
or the dynamic long change is determined. If it is deter-
mined that the blur adjustment signal locus is the dynamic
short change, the final virtual image-capturing state of
the target object is obtained based on the first blur map-
ping signal corresponding to the dynamic forward move-
ment of the target object, and the target object is adjusted
to the virtual image-capturing state. If it is determined
that the blur adjustment signal locus is the dynamic long
change, the final virtual image-capturing state of the tar-
get object is obtained based on the second blur mapping
signal corresponding to the dynamic backward move-
ment of the target object, and the target object is adjusted
to the virtual image-capturing state. The method for gen-
erating the blurred photo according to the present disclo-
sure highlights and blurs the target object in the photo,
so that the image is more beautiful, thus satisfying the

user with more intelligent image capturing to fulfill the
requirement of more image capturing functions.
[0077] The present disclosure is described in detail in
accordance with the above contents with the specific pre-
ferred examples. However, this present disclosure is not
limited to the specific examples. For the ordinary techni-
cal personnel of the technical field of the present disclo-
sure, on the premise of keeping the conception of the
present disclosure, the technical personnel can also
make simple deductions or replacements, and all of
which should be considered to belong to the protection
scope of the present disclosure.

Claims

1. A method of generating blurred photo, performed in
a mobile terminal, characterized in that the method
comprises:

receiving a virtual adjustment instruction for a
photo to be blurred, and determining whether a
blur adjustment signal locus corresponding to
the virtual adjustment instruction is a dynamic
short change or a dynamic long change;
acquiring a first blur mapping signal correspond-
ing to a dynamic forward movement of a target
object in the photo to be blurred if it is determined
that the blur adjustment signal locus is the dy-
namic short change to obtain a final virtual im-
age-capturing state of the target object, and ad-
justing the target object to the virtual image-cap-
turing state; and
acquiring a second blur mapping signal corre-
sponding to a dynamic backward movement of
the target object in the photo to be blurred if it is
determined that the blur adjustment signal locus
is the dynamic long change to obtain the final
virtual image-capturing state of the target object,
and adjusting the target object to the virtual im-
age-capturing state.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that before the step of receiving the virtual adjust-
ment instruction for the photo to be blurred, and de-
termining whether the blur adjustment signal locus
corresponding to the virtual adjustment instruction
is the dynamic short change or the dynamic long
change, the instructions are adapted to be loaded
and executed by the processor to further perform the
following operation:
presetting that if the blur adjustment signal locus is
the dynamic short change, the target object in the
photo to be blurred is blurred so as to be dynamically
highlighted forward, presetting that if the blur adjust-
ment signal locus is the dynamic long change, the
target object in the photo to be blurred is blurred so
as to be dynamically highlighted backward.
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3. The method as claimed in claim 2, characterized in
that before the step of receiving the virtual adjust-
ment instruction for the photo to be blurred, and de-
termining whether the blur adjustment signal locus
corresponding to the virtual adjustment instruction
is the dynamic short change or the dynamic long
change, the instructions are adapted to be loaded
and executed by the processor to perform the fol-
lowing step:
generating a first virtual mapping electrical signal
and a second virtual mapping electrical signal cor-
respondingly at the same time when the blur adjust-
ment signal locus corresponding to the virtual ad-
justment instruction is generated respectively based
on virtual moving states of moving forward dynami-
cally and moving backward dynamically of the target
object.

4. The method as claimed in claim 3, characterized in
that in the step of generating the first virtual mapping
electrical signal and the second virtual mapping elec-
trical signal correspondingly at the same time when
the blur adjustment signal locus corresponding to
the virtual adjustment instruction is generated re-
spectively based on the virtual moving states of mov-
ing forward dynamically and moving backward dy-
namically of the target object, the instructions are
adapted to be loaded and executed by the processor
to perform the following step:
sequentially outputting the first virtual mapping elec-
trical signal that presents the dynamic short change
or the second virtual mapping electrical signal that
presents the dynamic long change based on a
change of the blue adjustment signal locus.

5. The method as claimed in claim 3, characterized in
that after the step of acquiring the first blur mapping
signal corresponding to the dynamic forward move-
ment of the target object in the photo to be blurred
to obtain the final virtual image-capturing state of the
target object, the instructions are adapted to be load-
ed and executed by the processor to further perform
the following step:
sending a first virtual image-capturing request to a
processor, the processor selecting a first virtual im-
age-capturing control signal to control the target ob-
ject to be adjusted to the virtual image-capturing
state so as to perform image capture.

6. The method as claimed in claim 3, characterized in
that after the step of acquiring the second blur map-
ping signal corresponding to the dynamic backward
movement of the target object in the photo to be
blurred to obtain the final virtual image-capturing
state of the target object, the instructions are adapted
to be loaded and executed by the processor to further
perform the following step:
sending a second virtual image-capturing request to

a processor, the processor selecting a second virtual
image-capturing control signal to control the target
object to be adjusted to the virtual image-capturing
state so as to perform image capture.

7. The method as claimed in claim 4, characterized in
that in the step of sending the first virtual image-
capturing request to the processor, the processor
selecting the first virtual image-capturing control sig-
nal to control the target object to be adjusted to the
virtual image-capturing state so as to perform image
capture, the instructions are adapted to be loaded
and executed by the processor to perform the fol-
lowing step:
the processor selecting and directing the first virtual
image-capturing control signal to a camera module
of a terminal so as to control the camera module to
perform a virtual highlighting image capture on the
target object that has been adjusted to the virtual
image-capturing state.

8. The method as claimed in claim 6, characterized in
that in the step of sending the second virtual image-
capturing request to the processor, the processor
selecting the second virtual image-capturing control
signal to control the target object to be adjusted to
the virtual image-capturing state so as to perform
image capture, the instructions are adapted to be
loaded and executed by the processor to perform
the following step:
the processor selecting and directing the second vir-
tual image-capturing control signal to the camera
module of the terminal so as to control the camera
module to perform a virtual highlighting image cap-
ture on the target object that has been adjusted to
the virtual image-capturing state.

9. A storage device stored a plurality of instructions and
connected to a camera of a mobile terminal, char-
acterized in that the plurality of instructions are
adapted to be loaded and executed by a processor
to perform the following operations:

receiving a virtual adjustment instruction for a
photo to be blurred, and determining whether a
blur adjustment signal locus corresponding to
the virtual adjustment instruction is a dynamic
short change or a dynamic long change;
acquiring a first blur mapping signal correspond-
ing to a dynamic forward movement of a target
object in the photo to be blurred if it is determined
that the blur adjustment signal locus is the dy-
namic short change to obtain a final virtual im-
age-capturing state of the target object, and ad-
justing the target object to the virtual image-cap-
turing state; and
acquiring a second blur mapping signal corre-
sponding to a dynamic backward movement of
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the target object in the photo to be blurred if it is
determined that the blur adjustment signal locus
is the dynamic long change to obtain the final
virtual image-capturing state of the target object,
and adjusting the target object to the virtual im-
age-capturing state.

10. A mobile terminal comprising:

a processor adapted to execute a plurality of in-
structions; and
a memory communicatively connected to the
processor, the memory being adapted to store
the plurality of instructions, characterized in
that the instructions are adapted to be loaded
and executed by the processor to perform the
following operations:

receiving a virtual adjustment instruction for
a photo to be blurred, and determining
whether a blur adjustment signal locus cor-
responding to the virtual adjustment instruc-
tion is a dynamic short change or a dynamic
long change;
acquiring a first blur mapping signal corre-
sponding to a dynamic forward movement
of a target object in the photo to be blurred
if it is determined that the blur adjustment
signal locus is the dynamic short change to
obtain a final virtual image-capturing state
of the target object, and adjusting the target
object to the virtual image-capturing state;
and
acquiring a second blur mapping signal cor-
responding to a dynamic backward move-
ment of the target object in the photo to be
blurred if it is determined that the blur ad-
justment signal locus is the dynamic long
change to obtain the final virtual image-cap-
turing state of the target object, and adjust-
ing the target object to the virtual image-
capturing state.

11. The mobile terminal as claimed in claim 10, charac-
terized in that before the operation of receiving the
virtual adjustment instruction for the photo to be
blurred, and determining whether the blur adjust-
ment signal locus corresponding to the virtual ad-
justment instruction is the dynamic short change or
the dynamic long change, the instructions are adapt-
ed to be loaded and executed by the processor to
further perform the following operation:
presetting that if the blur adjustment signal locus is
the dynamic short change, the target object in the
photo to be blurred is blurred so as to be dynamically
highlighted forward, presetting that if the blur adjust-
ment signal locus is the dynamic long change, the
target object in the photo to be blurred is blurred so

as to be dynamically highlighted backward.

12. The mobile terminal as claimed in claim 11, charac-
terized in that before the operation of receiving the
virtual adjustment instruction for the photo to be
blurred, and determining whether the blur adjust-
ment signal locus corresponding to the virtual ad-
justment instruction is the dynamic short change or
the dynamic long change, the instructions are adapt-
ed to be loaded and executed by the processor to
perform the following operation:
generating a first virtual mapping electrical signal
and a second virtual mapping electrical signal cor-
respondingly at the same time when the blur adjust-
ment signal locus corresponding to the virtual ad-
justment instruction is generated respectively based
on virtual moving states of moving forward dynami-
cally and moving backward dynamically of the target
object.

13. The mobile terminal as claimed in claim 12, charac-
terized in that in the operation of generating the first
virtual mapping electrical signal and the second vir-
tual mapping electrical signal correspondingly at the
same time when the blur adjustment signal locus cor-
responding to the virtual adjustment instruction is
generated respectively based on the virtual moving
states of moving forward dynamically and moving
backward dynamically of the target object, the in-
structions are adapted to be loaded and executed
by the processor to perform the following operation:
sequentially outputting the first virtual mapping elec-
trical signal that presents the dynamic short change
or the second virtual mapping electrical signal that
presents the dynamic long change based on a
change of the blue adjustment signal locus.

14. The mobile terminal as claimed in claim 12, charac-
terized in that after the operation of acquiring the
first blur mapping signal corresponding to the dy-
namic forward movement of the target object in the
photo to be blurred to obtain the final virtual image-
capturing state of the target object, the instructions
are adapted to be loaded and executed by the proc-
essor to further perform the following operation:
sending a first virtual image-capturing request to the
processor, the processor selecting a first virtual im-
age-capturing control signal to control the target ob-
ject to be adjusted to the virtual image-capturing
state so as to perform image capture.

15. The mobile terminal as claimed in claim 12, charac-
terized in that after the operation of acquiring the
second blur mapping signal corresponding to the dy-
namic backward movement of the target object in
the photo to be blurred to obtain the final virtual im-
age-capturing state of the target object, the instruc-
tions are adapted to be loaded and executed by the
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processor to further perform the following operation:
sending a second virtual image-capturing request to
the processor, the processor selecting a second vir-
tual image-capturing control signal to control the tar-
get object to be adjusted to the virtual image-captur-
ing state so as to perform image capture.

16. The mobile terminal as claimed in claim 13, charac-
terized in that in the operation of sending the first
virtual image-capturing request to the processor, the
processor selecting the first virtual image-capturing
control signal to control the target object to be ad-
justed to the virtual image-capturing state so as to
perform image capture, the instructions are adapted
to be loaded and executed by the processor to per-
form the following operation:
the processor selecting and directing the first virtual
image-capturing control signal to a camera module
of a terminal so as to control the camera module to
perform a virtual highlighting image capture on the
target object that has been adjusted to the virtual
image-capturing state.

17. The mobile terminal as claimed in claim 15, charac-
terized in that in the operation of sending the second
virtual image-capturing request to the processor, the
processor selecting the second virtual image-cap-
turing control signal to control the target object to be
adjusted to the virtual image-capturing state so as
to perform image capture, the instructions are adapt-
ed to be loaded and executed by the processor to
perform the following operation:
the processor selecting and directing the second vir-
tual image-capturing control signal to the camera
module of the terminal so as to control the camera
module to perform a virtual highlighting image cap-
ture on the target object that has been adjusted to
the virtual image-capturing state.

18. The mobile terminal as claimed in claim 10, charac-
terized in that in the operation of acquiring the first
blur mapping signal corresponding to the dynamic
forward movement of the target object in the photo
to be blurred if it is determined that the blur adjust-
ment signal locus is the dynamic short change to
obtain the final virtual image-capturing state of the
target object, the instructions are adapted to be load-
ed and executed by the processor to perform the
following operation:
determining that the photographed target object
moves forward dynamically when the blur adjust-
ment signal locus is the dynamic short change, each
time the target object moving, a virtual mapping elec-
trical signal mapping a current virtual state of the
photographed target object in sequence, until the
photographed target object dynamically moves for-
ward N times to achieve the final virtual image-cap-
turing state.

19. The mobile terminal as claimed in claim 10, charac-
terized in that in the operation of acquiring the sec-
ond blur mapping signal corresponding to the dy-
namic backward movement of the target object in
the photo to be blurred if it is determined that the blur
adjustment signal locus is the dynamic long change
to obtain the final virtual image-capturing state of the
target object, the instructions are adapted to be load-
ed and executed by the processor to perform the
following operation:
determining that the photographed target object
moves backward dynamically when the blur adjust-
ment signal locus is the dynamic long change, each
time the target object moving, a virtual mapping elec-
trical signal mapping a current virtual state of the
photographed target object in sequence, until the
photographed target object dynamically moves
backward N times to achieve the final virtual image-
capturing state.
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